Alaska's Permafrost Threatened by Intense Fires as Climate Changes
by Trevor Hughes
Aug. 14, 2015: Fairbanks, Alaska – One of the state’s worst wildfire seasons in history has scorched 5 million acres of tundra and forests across Alaska.  Experts here fear climate change will cause even more devastating fires, through a combination of lower snowpack, drying tundra, and melting permafrost.
Like an insulating blanket, snow reduces fire risk by keeping trees and grasses cold and damp.  If less snow accumulates, or worse, snow covers less of the state than normal, there will be nothing to stop the near-constant summer sun from drying out the tundra and the permafrost layer below it.  Permafrost, which is mostly composed of organic material, burns easily once thawed and lightning strikes.
Anchorage, for example, had its least snowy winter on record, with just over 2 feet of snow, the National Weather Service reported.
“We’re looking at, potentially over time, more fires burning more area,” said Kent Slaughter, the manager of the federal Bureau of Land Management’s Alaska Fire Service.
From the U.S. Army’s Fort Wainwright, Slaughter commands an army of firefighters, smokejumpers, logistics experts, pilots, and supply clerks to coordinate battles that most residents of the Lower 48 don't know are even happening.  At the height of the fire season in early July, Slaughter and his teams were battling 2 wildfires that were each nearly 3 times bigger than any blaze in the rest of the country.  “We weren’t able to respond to every fire in the way we normally would,” he said.
The number and size of the fires in the drought-parched West are pushing lawmakers to ask Congress to change the way it funds firefighting. This week, senators from Oregon and Idaho said they would propose bipartisan legislation that would allow firefighting agencies to use federal disaster funds to fight fires.
Such efforts have stalled in the past.  But the severity of the fire season in Western states is setting off alarms.  For the 1st time in 2 years, the level of firefighting readiness was raised to a 5 on Thursday – the highest level possible.  It’s only the 5th time in 10 years the level has been raised to the top.  This puts additional firefighters and equipment on standby to help fight fire.
In some years, Alaska only sees about 1 million acres burn.  Of the 6 million acres wildfires burned in the U.S. so far in 2015, 5.1 million acres have burned in Alaska, mostly in remote areas where they pose little immediate risk to homes, roads or oil infrastructure.
Around Fairbanks, locals remember choking outdoors when wildfire smoke blanketed the town this summer — and worry aloud about how hot it’s getting in America’s coldest city, where winter temperatures routinely drop to 60 below and most parking lots provide electrical outlets for drivers to plug in engine-block heaters.
Through the 1st 7 months of the year, Alaska had its 2nd-warmest year in 91 years of records, the National Centers for Environmental Information reported.  Only 1981 was warmer.
In a stark report released earlier this year, the nonprofit Climate Central said climate change is reshaping Alaska itself: “While rising temperatures are altering its character and landscape, they are also bringing the ravages of wildfires.  In the past 60 years, Alaska has warmed more than twice as fast as the rest of the country, with average temperatures up by nearly 3°F.  By 2050, temperatures are projected to climb an additional 2-4°, with the Arctic region seeing the most dramatic increases.”
Over 2 days in early August, Slaughter and his team gave USA TODAY unusual access to their operation, allowing a reporter to examine the vast supply warehouses, interview elite smokejumpers, and accompany an observation team as they flew above wildfires burning near the flanks of Mount Denali.  One of those fires -- the 44,185-acre Carlson Lake Fire -- had been burning for several months.
Fire officials say they don't know how many buildings or structures have been destroyed by this summer's fires, in part because so many remote cabins are scattered across the wilderness and go unused during the summer.  In true Alaska fashion, some of the people who build remote off-the-grid cabins don't want to be found by government officials tallying damage.
The day USA TODAY flew with the observation team, unseasonably warm temperatures and moderate winds fanned the fire back into significant activity.  A smoke column towered 7,000 feet above the ground and 70-foot flames ate black spruce trees.  A fire observer, aboard the banking Aero Commander plane known as Nine Victor Sierra, decided the blaze warranted intervention and called for smokejumpers.  These are elite wildland firefighters, dropped in by parachute into remote areas to fight fires and protect property.
With only one cabin in the area, however, and resources tight, only 4 men dropped — half the size of a normal team.  Smokejumpers can deploy for up to 21 days at a time, and sometimes longer if it’s too smoky to fetch them immediately.  They're trained to camp out in remote areas while fighting fires, surviving on military-style MRE rations for days at a time.
At times this season, the Alaska wildfires were generating so much smoke that firefighters couldn't even fly above them to make maps, and had to depend on less-frequent satellite imaging.
One of the jumpers who deployed on Aug. 4, Fort Collins, Colorado native Kael Donley, said his 2nd year as a jumper has been challenging.  This was Donley's 5th drop of the year, although one of his previous drops lasted 14 days.  Then he parachuted in and managed a large crew of ground-based firefighters who arrived later.
"It's been really busy, compared to last year," he said.  "It's been pretty hot and dry.  Usually, our season is kind of on the way out a couple of weeks ago, so to still be getting fires, to have these large fires burning, has been unique."
By early August, the Alaska wildfire season had calmed significantly.  Many firefighters based at Fort Wainwright were being sent south to help battle California’s devastating wildfires, which pose a greater danger to homes and other property.  In Fairbanks, Slaughter and his team are starting to think about the end of the Alaska wildfire season, which typically winds down in August, when the rains begin and the area starts sliding toward winter.
But they're also worried about next year, because trends suggest it could be even worse.  "It's not a smooth trend by any means, but it does appear we are having more large fire seasons, rather than a more normal or average fire seasons," Slaughter said.
While the wildfire risk is going up, so are the costs to fight it.  Firefighters in Alaska have long depended on an aging fleet of airplanes and helicopters to drop water and retardant, ferry smokejumpers to remote areas, and monitor the blazes from above.  Newer aircraft, while faster, cost more to rent or buy.  Moreover, both fuel and labor costs are going up.
It’s a situation that has some observers calling for significant changes to how the nation fights wildfires, especially in Alaska.  “We really need to start considering the long-term implications of big fires that are being predicted," said Nicky Sundt, a former smokejumper turned climate change expert for the World Wildlife Fund.  “In the Arctic, you have a lot of carbon locked up, and the fires will release that.  We need to start thinking seriously about the carbon emissions from these fires.”
He said wildfire ash that falls on snow can further accelerate melting and thawing, potentially creating an even more destructive feedback loop.  While many Alaska wildfires are allowed to burn because they're nowhere near homes or other structures, Sundt said he thinks wildfire managers may need to more aggressively fight some fires with the potential to release large amounts of carbon and ash.
In 2004, researchers at the federal National Center for Atmospheric Research examined the pollution impact of that year's devastating wildfires across Alaska and Canada, which burned more than 11 million acres combined.  They concluded those fires released an amount of carbon monoxide roughly equal to all the human-generated carbon monoxide for the entire continental United States during the same period, and that they increased ground-level ozone up to 25% in the northern continental United States and by up to 10% in Europe.
"In the next decade, there's nothing we can do that changes the conditions we'll face," Sundt said.
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